Chronic heat stress negatively affects the immune functions of both spleens and intestinal mucosal system in pigs through the inhibition of apoptosis.
With the globe warming, chronic heat stress (CHS) has been considered to be a common hazard that could negatively affect pig's growth and reproduction performance. However, the effects of CHS on the immune functions of pigs were seldom reported, especially the cellular immune functions of intestinal mucosal system. In order to resolve this problem, a pig CHS model was built firstly and the effects of CHS on numbers of T cells in spleen and small intestines were observed. Exposure to a temperature of 39 °C, 4 h/d for 10d, the expression of heat stress protein 70 (HSP70) was increased dramatically. Under CHS condition, the numbers of CD3+ T cells were increased dramatically in both spleens and small intestines. Besides, the numbers of CD4+T cells and the value of CD4+/CD8+T cells in spleens were also significantly increased. The results highly revealed that CHS made the equilibrium state of immune function destroyed. Furthermore, CHS mainly promoted the expression of anti-apoptosis factor B cell lymphoma-2 (Bcl-2) and thus inhibited the apoptosis of lymphocytes in spleens and intestinal mucosa. This study demonstrates for the first time that CHS negatively affects the immune functions of both spleens and intestinal mucosal system in pigs through the inhibition of apoptosis. Our study can richer the data for study of mechanism of CHS and provide new knowledge for reference of making new strategy to control the disease induced by CHS.